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8ABSTKRACT
The classical transport equations for a fully ionized
collisional plasma are used to study: (1) The particle dif-
fusion and heat conduction in a steady state plasma. (2) The
existence and stability of the low frequency ion-acoustic
wave in the strongly collisional. plasma.
In the first problem, the density and temperature profiles-
are calculated analytically for various geometries, The density
profile is essentially convex in shape except being slightly
concave upward in the region far from the bulk of the plasma
where the plasma was generated. The temperature profile can
be adjusted to be nonuniform with the constant supplies in
particles and energy, even though the heat conductivity is
great compared to the particle diffusion coefficient
In the second problem, two cases are investigated. In the
absence of a current, the wave is found to be stable in both
t k) e1 and (ii) kkeRm cases, where Rm is the square
root- of the mass ratio MJme/m1, k is the wave vector, and X
e
i s the electron mean. free path. In the presence of a current,
the wave in case (i) is still stable with only a slight modi-
fication in the.damping rate while in case (ii), no ion-




The Boltzmann equation is applicable to most of the plasma
processes in which the quantity g-l = n 3D is a large quantity.
The plasma transport equations in a fully ionized and collisional
plasma are derived from this Boltzmann equation. By taking the
moments of the distribution function f (r,v,t) in the velocity
space, a set of particle, momentum and energy transport equations
are obtained for each species. When the Chapman-Enskog method
is utilized and the distribution function f is solved, these
equations form a close set, with all the quantities explicitly
expressed in terms of the particle density n, averaged fluid
velocity V, and the scalar pressure p of the plasma. Intro-
duction of the plasma transport equations and the conditions
for applicability are given in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 3, classical diffusion and heat conduction pro-
blem are studied. As plasma confinements provide a condition
for the possibility of fusion reaction, diffusion has been one
of the major problems to be solved in plasma confinement. Re-
cently, scientists have developed theories and experimental
observations in studying different kinds of diffusion, those
well-known types of diffusion are classified in the following:
(1) Classical Diffusion-- it is the rest known and well-
documented type of diffusion. It is due to particle collisions
and thus always exists, though it may not be the dominant
mechanism for diffusion in many devices. However, it was
still observed in some machines, such as General Atomic
(GA) dc octopole, and the UCLA triple helix surmac. £1
Theoretical works in classical diffusion is abundent. The
classical diffusion occurs in a collisional regime of a
plasma, in which high density, low temperature, and low
magnetic field with uncurved lines of force are expected,
1 p
its scaling is DocnT2B , where D is the diffusion coef¬
ficient, T is trie temperature and B is the magnetic field.
(2) Bohm Diffusion—- it was .found in the earliest generation
of stellarator devices, and was believed to be the universal
law of diffusion, but lately when other scalings were dis-
!il
covered, this idea was rejected. BohmLJfirst explained the
occurance of this diffusion. He suggested that the diffusion
was caused by the zero frequency thermally excited fluc¬
tuating fields; the proportionality is D - cTl6eB. Later,
il8
Okuda and Dawson J explained that the convective cells
in the collisionless regime lead to this anomalous diffusion,
these cells can be developed from machine asymmetries, long-
lived polarization electric fields from the plasma injection,
or thermal fluctuation. When the dielectric constant e is
i r7] Tpp
much greater than unity, the scaling is Dec (Tmn)2, L '• ' L 1
but when £ approaches unity, the scaling switches back to
1
'Bohm-like diffusion, i.e. DocTtB. Scaling in both ranges
of E have been reported.
(3) Anomalous Diffusion arising from field errors and
support losses-- it occurs also in the eollisionless regime
and was found in the General Atomic dc octopole experimentSo
[l7J , [2?1 The scaping of this diffusion is Boc(lm. )2®
•wSttr
All the proceeding types of diffusion occur in the purely
poloidal magnetic field geometry if a toroidal field is added,
anomalous diffusion such as field errors and connective cells
are reduced, yet there are residual anomalous diffusion, such
as:
(4) Neoclassical Diffusion— it was caused by the enhanced
mean free paths which are the guiding center orbits trapped
between two strong magnetic field regions® The particles
diffuse through collisions® The sclaing is D%nT2B®
(5) Poloidal. Bohm Diffusion— if is Bohm-like scaling, but
it has only 1500 to 11000 of the magnitude of the Bohm
diffusion® It occurs in the eollisionless trapped electron
regime in which residual field errors still affect the
diffusion and it is independent of the toroidal magnetic
field. M , M
(6) Trapped Ion Regime— the particle and energy transport
in this regime is of interest because it is the regime of
[19]
the fusion reactor® Usually it is in a hot ion plasma0 1 1
• In this thesis, only the classical diffusion is considered.
4because its mechanism is well understood compared with the others.
In Chapter 3, derivations of the classical diffusion are given,
and the steady state density and temperature profiles are presented.
They are of interest because a steady state fusion reactor is
more favarable than a pulsed one from the economic stand point.
In the last chapter, the existence and stability of the low-
frequency ion-acoustic waves in the presence of the temperature
difference (Teo- T1o) are discussed (Teo Tio represent the
equilibrium electron and ion temperature, respectively). There
have been controversy on the stability of the ion-acoustic waves
with or without an externally applied current o Rognlien and
Self [20] have assumed that the temperature difference is constant,
and they concluded that the wave is unstable when Teo>Tio in
the absence of a current. The critical current for the instability
was also derived by them. Kaw and Sundara.m [10], [23] have considered
the time variation of the equilibrium temperatures and the tem-
perature difference and concluded that the wave is stable both
with and without the current. (The wavelength range they have
discussed is: Rm<< ke<<l). In the last chapter, the same results
of what Kaw and Sundaram have obtained are derived. In stead of
a short letter note they have presented, detail deriation in--
cludin g the necessary assumptions are shown here Finally, in
the very long wavelength limit (ke<<Rm), the existence and
stability of the ion-acoustic waves are also investigated in
the last chapter. In the absence of a current, the wave is still.
found to be stable, but in the presence of the current, no ion-
acoustic wave (in the conventional sense) can propagate.,
5TER 2CHAP
Introduction to the Transport Equations
2.1 The Iransport Equations
In a non-equilibrium plasma, there are fluxes tending to
maintain equilibrium both in the configuration space and. in
the velocity space, this process is called the transport
process. In this chapter, we are concerned. only with the
transport of the macroscopic quantities in the configuration
space, they apply to the situations where the variations of
the macroscopic quantities are slight in both space and time.
In a transport process, fluxes are driven by the generalized
forces, These generalized forces are the results of the
non-equilibrium in the plasma. For exairmpl e: particle fiux is
driven by the density non-uniformity. The direction of this
flux is toward the low-density region., this process is des-
cribed by Fick' s Law. The analogous laws are, Fourier's Law,
heat flux caused by the temperature gradient Ohm's Law, current
generated by the electric potential difference. The transport
equations could be regarded as a combination of these laws,
which govern the spatial distribution and temporal evolution
of the quantities such as density, momentum and energy density
of each component in the plasma.
It should be pointed out that from the laws mentioned above,
the fluxes are linearly proportional to the forces for example,
if i denotes a kind of flux, and xj is a kind of generalized
force contributing to this flux, then their relation is governed
by,
(2a.)
where L.. is called the diffusion coefficient, or sometimes called
the transport coefficient® The linear proportionality is based
on the assumption that the dynamical state in the plasma is only
slightly deviated from equilibrium, so that this deviation is
treated as perturbation® If one of the species is described by





in deriving the transport equations, f~
is used to solve for and then f and are used to find
1 o 1
•
f and so on for higher orders in 1 . This method is the well-
known Chapman-Enskog expansion® It is justified to keep to
»
first order in if the perturbations are small. This explains
the linear proportionality of Equation (2.1)0
The whole set of transport equations are summarized in this
section; detail derivations are not presented here but the
readers are suggested to refer to the review papers written by
Braginskii. M In Section 2.2, detail discussions on the
applicability of these transport equations are presented.
When the quantity g = lnx is much less than unity, where
n is the density of particles, x~ is the Debye length, the
Liouville equation is reduced to an equation for the one-
particle distribution function f, namely, the BoItsmarm
equation® This reduction is based on the assumptions that the
three (or more than three) particle correlation is ignored,
and that the tvo particle correlation function can be expressed
as a functional of the one-particle distribution function f,
and this correlation function is implicitly dependent on the
time t through fd The close binary interaction between par-
tides is treated as the collision term C, so that the Boltz—




the collision term 0° is determined not only by the distribution
function of the j-type particles but also by the k-type particles®
is the macroscopic force acting on one of the j-type particles-
Usually, it is the force exerted by the macroscopic electric»
and magnetic fields®
In the following, we introduce the set of transport equations
for a singl3r charged two-component plasma; the loss of particles
by the recombination and the loss of kinetic energy by the
inelastic collisions associated with the recombination are
ignored; the rate of ionization of the neutral atoms is negli¬
gible. By multiplying Equation (2.3) with the factors 1, m.vr
J
p
m .v 2, respectively, and integrating over all the velocity
• [2] I3]







Without specifying the superscript j for each species, n, V,
T denote density, averaged velocity and temperature respectively®






is the total time derivative (convective derivative) for each
species. is the stress tensor, j°o is the frictional force due
to collisions of the unlike particles, q is the heat flux in the
frame of the particles, Q is the heat generated in the course
of collisions• The definitions of all these transport terms
are given in the following:
Finally, if the perturbations such as relative velocity
a a.
u = V - v., the temperature and density gradients are small,
e a
»
the distribution function f from Equation (23) can be solved
by using the Chapman-Enskog expansion f(r,v,t) = f + fV, the
-a-
solution depends on n, V, T and the perturbations• All the
transport terms can be expressed in terms of n, V, T by cal¬
culating the above integrals, thus a close set of five-moment




where X is the electron collision time, characterizing the
mean free time between two sucessive electron-ion collisions.
where A is the Coulomb logarithm.
where oo is the electron cyclotron frequency ioc = |eBmec|,











where f) is the ion cyclotron frequency 12, = leBm.c], L. is




where R is the square root of the mass ratio:JnTTm.
m n 6 1
The stress tensor in the absence of the magnetic field is.
(2-25;
(2.26)
In a strong magnetic field, each of the components of TC
are expressed, in the following (consider that the magnetic field
is along z direction),
(2.27)
The ion viscosity coefficients are:
( 2.28)
The electron viscosity coefficients are:
(2,29)
It is interesting to note that in Equation (2.14), the nu¬
merical coefficient of the parallel frictional force is 0.51
rather than unity as appears in many literature. This is the
result of tiie perturbation deviated from the shifted Maxwellian.
When electrons have an averaged velocity V , and ions are assumed6
to have zero-averaged velocity, the unperturbed electron dis¬
tribution function is shifted in the velocity space by the
_i _A
transform v v - V , but because of the velocity dependenceQ
T
of the collision frequency, Vohv, the faster electrons have
less chance to be collided by ions; and they are shifted more
than the slow electrons. As a result, not all the electrons
in the distribution contribute to the frictional force; this
explains the appearance of the factor 0.51, Other numerical
coefficients, such as 0.71 in Equation (2.16), 516 in (2,18),
4,66 in (2.19) can be explained by the same reason. Since the
electron-electron collisions reduce the ordemess of the electron
motion, thus increasing the number of electrons contributing to
the frictional force, when the plasma is multiply charged Z 1
rather than singly charged, the deviation from the shifted Max¬
wellian will be greater so that the effect mentioned above is
enhanced, the numerical coefficients are subjected to be changed,
These numerical coefficients for different Z are listed in
Appendix G. If this relative velocity is perpendicular to the
magnetic field, both the shift and the frictional force are
reduced by the magnetic field, so that the correction to the
shifted Maxwellian is of order of (oj i when r »1, the
c e' ~ c e'' 3
correction can be neglected®
2' 2 An pi.icabi1i ty of the Transport Eciuat ions
In solving the Boltzmann equation, the explicit form of
13




where e , represent the charges in each species respectively.
The Landau collision integral is based on the recognition that
the inter-particle interaction is dominated by Coulomb collisions
which cause small angle of deflection rather than close encounters
which cause large (90 say) angle of deflection. Therefore
the change in velocity during each collision is a small quantity,
and calculation is simplified by an expansion in series of v,
the change in velocity by a collision. The mean trajectory
inside a Debye sphere is nearly a straight line, or, equivalently
ft
speaking, the mean free path for cumulative 90 angle of de-
- 13 -
flection is much greater than the Debye length,
(2,32)
Dividing Equation (2,32) by V the electron thermal velocity,
X Q
we have oj 2 «, The effect of the magnetic field itself on the
pe e
Landau collision integral is ignored, and it requires that
r,) where r is the electron Larrnor radius. Under thisJJ JJ JJ
restriction, the magnetic field strength has an upper limit,
2 2
B « 8xn m c ,
e e
In case the magnetic field strength is so weak that the
particle collides with others many times before it completes
a cycle of Larrnor gyration, the particle trajactory is far from
being circular. The mean free path in the perpendicular direction
switches back to X as in the parallel case. This is not of our
interest. So only the strong field case is considered, in which
the particle completes many cycles of gyration before making
a collision with other, and the quantities in and D, r- areC 8 C X
much greater than unity. This gives the lower limit of the
magnetic field strength. In conclusion, the magnetic field
—2 2
strength is restricted to vary between two limits; (m cer )
B2« 8rm m c2.
e e
All plasma quantities including the forces applying to the
plasma must change slowly in time and space. The time variation
of any quantity must be small over a characteristic time r ,
the mean free time between two sucessive collisions. The require¬
ment -for the time variation must be slow can be written as,
(2.33)
Also, the spatial variation must be small over a mean free path
of the particles. The requirement for the characteristic scale
lengths over which all quantities change significantly can be
expressed in the following both along and across the magnetic
field (only the strong field case is considered):
(2.34)
When there is a spatial variation of magnetic field, for example,
curved magnetic field lines, particles would have a perpendicular
gradient-B drift velocity VVrR, where is the thermal
velocity of the particles, R is the radius of curvature of the
field lines. The drift will give additional transport of heat
and deviation of distribution function from the Maxwellian.
As we shall see later, this velocity must be small, so that
the distance a particle travels within one collision time must
be small compared with the perpendicular characteristic length
such that Lx»VrrR = xrRo The other kind of drift as a result
of the gradient existing across the magnetic field is of the
order V r L. , so that the requirements for the characteristic
1 jj -C
lengths with the existence of the perpendicular drift become,
( o x R
The relative velocity is one of the factors causing the
perturbation deviated from the Maxwellian. The mechanism for
this perturbation has been shown before in Section 2In order
16
to simplify the calculation by truncating the perturbations
higher than the first order of the distribution function fj,
(2.36)
the relative velocity is restricted to be less than the electron
thermal velocity [2,3] such that,
(2.37)
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Before going through the derivation of the results, it is
necessary to discuss the condition for the existence of the
classical diffusion. Diffusion is a process tending to main-
tain spatial uniformity of the macroscopic quantities (such
as density, temperature), some fluxes exist as a result of
the spatial non-uniformity of these quantities. Usually, di¬
ffusion refers to the flux in random walks manner rather than
direct drifting under the .influence of the external forces. In
classical diffusion, the way the particles diffuse across the
magnetic field is by collisions. A particle gyrates with a
fixed guiding center, even though it may circulate around the
guiding center with high speed, no resultant flux at all as
the center is fixed® If this particle collides with another
gyrating particle of the same type, its guiding center does
move after the collision, but the center of mass of these
two colliding particles remains fixed, and the role of col¬
lision is to interchange the positions of the two guiding
centers: again, no resulting flux across the magnetic field is
produced. In case of the collision of two unlike particles,
their guiding centers shift a step, so that the center of mass
of each species is shifted. This results in the flux across
the magnetic field In conclusion, only the collisions of the
unlike particles can produce the perpendicular flux. Nevertheless,
we shall see later that even the collisions of the like particles
can produce heat flux as energy is exchanged through collisions
Equivalently speaking, the classical diffusion occurs in a
collisional regime. Actually, in a fully ionised plasma, the
interaction forces are long range, and the effect of collision
is just the accumulation of the continuous deflection of the
particle trajactory, but this does not change the previous phy¬
sical picture of diffusion by collision. As has been mentioned
in the previous chapter, the magnetic field strength is rest-
— 2 9 2 2
ricted between R (m cet ) B « 8rrn m c , or the value of
m ' e e' e e
the cyclotron frequency is restricted between P «J2 co ,
x ecMpe'
denote t = 1cO r. , and throughout this chapter, the solutionU v
is expanded in series of 0
There might be a perpendicular electric field across the
magnetic field, and this field leads to the perpendicular di¬
rect drifting, which is not interested in this thesis. We do
not intend to include the external electric field across the
magnetic field, except perhaps that the self-consistent el¬
ectric field may exist. Usually this field is small as far as
9
the value (where p~ QmpB) is small, and the charge neu¬
trality is concerned. In this chapter, the electric field is
treated as a small perturbation.
As one of the conditions of the applicability for the tran¬
sport equations, the perpendicular characteristic length of
variation for all quantities must be much greater than the
perpendicular mean free path, namely, the ion Larmor radius,
9 •
lj» r , and the ratio - rTlis a small quantity treated
as a perturbation. Solution in this chapter are also expanded
in series of 0
Finally, the magnetic field lines are restricted to be
straight, or only slightly curved which has a very large radius
of curvatureo If this is not fulfilled, the diffusion is en¬
hanced in.two ways, firstly, the gradient- and curvature-B
drift exists across the magnetic field lines; secondly, as
possibly happens in most toroidal configuuation the trajectory
of the guiding center is trapped between two strong field re¬
gions to form a banana orbit, in a consequence, neoclassical
diffusion appears.
Ignoring the inertia terms in Equation (2,6), (2d), as it
is small compared to lr also neglecting the viscosity terms
as they are second order smartness in q, the momentum transport
equation in first order of and are :
(3.1)
(3.2)
In the absence of collisions, the solutions for velocities
are nothing but the diamagnetic drifts0
(33)
and the diamagnetic current.
(34)
One should note that the diamagnetic drift is a consequence
of balance of forces between the magnetic force and the pre¬
ssure gradient, it circulates on the surface of constant
pressure , and does not contribute to any of the diffusion;
so that to zeroth order in no diffusion exists This con¬
clusion is consistent with the proceeding arguement. Keeping
to first order in and J7, and substituting the result of
Equation (34) into Equation (31) and (32), the particle
fluxes in the direction of the density gradient and temperature
gradient are given by,
{ R R
(36)
The first term of u arises from the pressure gradients TheCi e w
existence of the second term is the consequence of the tem¬
perature dependence of the collision frequency, (thermal force
across the magnetic field), the third term is the ExB drift,. As
has been mentioned before, this term is small since the electric
field is induced by the magnetic field or by the charge sep-
aration, so that the ExB drift is first order in and o •
It is interesting to note that u and udi are equal, i.e.,
electrons and ions have the same diffusion velocity across the
magnetic field, this is the effect of ambipolarity in diffusion.
Denote u = ud0 = and u does lead to diffusion across
the surface of constant pressure. (The ambipolarity in diffusion
was shown analytically later starting from the kinectic eq¬
uation )o
Ion energy is expected to diffuse more rapidly than the el¬
ectron energy, since the ion Larmor radius is much greater than
the electron Larmor radius, and as the thermal conductivity
the comparision between the two conductivities is
There is no analogy of ambipolarity in thermal con¬
duction. The like particle collisions contribute to the per¬
pendicular energy transport, in the presence of a temperature
gradient, energy is exchanged among the two like particles after
their collision, even though their center of mass remains fixed
%
in space. The dominant contribution to the ion energy transport
is the ion-ion collision, since the fractional energy transfer
in each of the ion-ion collisions is about y, much greater than
from the electron-ion collisions. To the electron energy tran¬
sport, electron-electron collisions contribute the same order
of magnitude as the electron-ion collisions contribute trie
fractional energy transfer of the former one is about where¬
as the later one is about unity, so the contributions from
both collisions should be taken into account®
From Equation (2,16), (2.17) and (2.20), the heat iluxes
of electrons and ions across the magnetic field are given by,
(3.7)
(3.8)
Substituting the result u = V - V, from Equation (3.4), and
o
combining Equation (3-7) and (3.8), the total heat flux across
the magnetic field is,
(313)
If we consider a time scale that the particle diffuse a
length equal to the ion L arm or radius (electrons and ions have
the same diffusion rate), electron and ion temperature not
only equilibrate among themselves, but also with each other,
so that T = T• within this rime scale. Several time scales
e i
are estimated in the following for comparision purpose:
Time for the plasma to diffuse a length equal to the ion
harmor radius:
Electron-ion tlermal equilibration time:
(3.10)
(3.11)
The time for the plasma density comes to uniformity through¬
out the volume:
(3.12)
The time for ion thermal energy conducted throughout the volume:
(3.13)
When -—» 0, i.e., Lt —00, then ZZ«ZT0, so that the
electron and ion temperature come to equilibrate with each other
locally before the particles diffuse a length equal to the ion
Larmor radius, and the ion thermal energy is conducted much
faster than the particles diffuse. In conclusion, temperature
is a function of space and time, with T (r,t) = Th (r,t), and for











Rosenbluth and Kaufman have derived the similar results,
the only difference from their results appears in the third
b?l
term in Equation (3.19), where they have obtainedL J
As R is much less than unity, the third term in not important
compared with the second term.
An alternative way to derive Equation (317)-(3.19) is to
solve the kinetic equation (23)
(3.21)
where j = e,i; specifying the type of particles in the plasma.
The standard method of solving Equation (3-21) is proposed by
Chapman and Enskogp a by which the distribution function is





I, J o £ )
where n - n(r,t) and T = T(r,t)are the local, density and tem¬
perature, fV is first order in and zeroth order in I , f;-L
±0 -11
J
is first o r d e r b o t h i n a? an d $ • T h e n e u t r a J i t y c o n d i t i o n
and the local thermal equilibrium, condition have been expressed





To zero th order in , and zeroth order in fl , the Bol te¬
rn ann equ ation b ec ome s,
( 3 28 )
It will be proved in Appendix A that when electron and ion
species are in thermal, equilibrium, their collisions do not
alter the distribution if they do not have relative velocity
with respect to each other, so that,
when f is chosen to be the unshifted local Vaxwoliian (Aquation
o 1
(3.23)), it satisfied Equation (3.28). Calculation will be sirn-
i 3 8
J + ' m )
plified by the transformation in velocity space, (consider that
the magnetic field is along z direction),
(330)
The derivative in the velocity space in Equation (3,28) is tran¬
sformed into a derivative in azimuthal angle 0, that is,
(3.31)
where to = e .Bm.c is the cyclotron frequency for the j species®
J J 3
To first order in cy but zeroth order in t, the Bolt.cm am equation
is written as,
(3,32)
If we consider the magnetic field is along z direction, and all
gradients are along the x direction, and lately, the electric




To solve for the distribution functions in first order in
and the collision terms should be included,
(3.34)
G-iven the zeroth order distribution function and the first
order distribution function fij , the explicit form of collision
10






The calculation is complicated, and its details are shown in
Appendix A® For instance, without presenting the derivation,
the result of the electron collision term is given by,
(3o38)
where Fee(r,v,t) and Fei(r,v,t) account for the contributions
from electron-electron collisions and electron-ion collisions
respectively« Similarly, the ion collision term is given by,
(3.39)
Substituting these collision terms into the Eoltzmann equation
in first order in and t,
(3.40)





By taking the moments of the distribution function f =
• i ft
o + flo + 11' macroscoPic quantities can be obtained
in precision up to first order in and I. The fluid velocities




With the assigned directions for the magnetic field, and the
gradients and the electric field, the results in Equation (343)
and (3.44) are exactly equal to Equation (33) and (3.18).
Again, one is convinced that the diffusion rates for electrons
and ions are the same because of the ambipolarity in diffusion.
It can also be convincingly concluded that the like-particle
collisions do not contribute to the particle transports, as we
can see that in the following equations,
(3o45)
(3.46)
Actual calculations for these integrals are presented in Ap¬
pendix A with the help of integrals in Appendix B. In calcu¬
lating the heat flux in first order in and , the velocity
V. is kept to first power, i.e.,
(3.47)
Adding the heat fluxes in Equation (A.57) and (A 58) together,
the total heat flux is given by,
(3®48)
This result is almost the same as the heat flux in Equation
(3.19), the only difference appears in the numerical coe¬
fficient: n1.17n in Equation (3.19) is now replaced by 3041%
whereas Rosenbluth and Kaufman gave the result of 916.
[ 9]
Kaufman has deirved the same result as Equation (3.19) in
his paper. He has ignored the contribution of the ion-electron
i q
collision: C to the ion heat flux. Adding the contribution
of the ion-electron collision to Equation (3.19), (i.e., add¬
ing 158 to the original coefficient 1.17), the result is ex¬
actly equal to Equation (3-48). Besides, they have used the
e i o
equilibrium electron distribution function f to calculate G ,
but the electron distribution is also perturbed so that the
perturbed electron distribution function flf should be included,Xo
i.e., 0e - c16 (i1, f ? ) + GL {f f , f e ) • In conelusion, the dif f e-1 Q lO7 x 10 0 7
i 0
rence is due to the neglecting of the contribution from G ',
and for precision, it should be included. Braginskii has also
obtained the same coefficient 3»Q41,f as in Equation (3.48)
in his another papere From the derivation of kinetic treat¬
ment, the dominant heat flux is contributed by the ion-ion
collisions. The like particle collisions do lead to heat trans¬
port; the electron-electron collision contributes approximately
the same order as the electron-ion collision to the electron
heat flux, whereas the ion-electron collision contributes
only the R times of ion-ion collision. (Actual, proof is pre-
rn v 1
sented in Appendix A).
32 Steady State Density and Temperature Profiles in the
Diffusion Problem
In most literature, temperature is treated as uniform
throughout the process in the diffusion problem. This argue-
ment is based on the fact that the heat flux is R times
m
faster than the particle flux. But when energy are being fed
in, the temperature can be adjusted to be arbitrarily non¬
uniform in space. We assume that the energy and particles are
constantly supplied to the plasma so that the diffusion reaches
a steady state, with the nonuniform density and temperature
profiles. The particle diffusion equation is obtained by add-
ing Equation (2.4) and (2.3) together, and using the results
of Equation (314)-(3«20),
(3.49)
Following the same procedure, the energy diffusion equation
can also be deduced,
(3.50)
Substituting ud from Equation (3-18) into these equations,
and considering the absence of the perpendicular electric field,
a pair of simultaneous partial differential equations is deduced,
(3.51)
(3.52)
In the following of this section, the numerical, coefficient of
the second term in Equation (352) is replaced by the symbo 1 P,
it should be pointed out that different calculation gives di¬
fferent values of P' s. These calculations include: Braginskii's
[pi 1 [ppT
equations,1 results computed by Hosenbluth and Kaufman Ly and
the results derived in Appendix A These differences are listed
in Table (3-1) (for a hydrogen plasma).
[2] r22]
Braginskii L -1 Rosnebluth Kau. L J Appendix A
Eqn(3o52) 1079 10,39 12.01
S Eqn(3.66) 19 18 20
Table (3.1)
Even though, these differences exist, they have little effect
on the density and temperature profiles derived later, so that
it can be concluded that all these results are approximately
the same
In the steady state case, ot 0, Equation (351) end
(352) are reduced to a pair of simultaneous ordinary differ¬
ential equations The procedure of finding a solution is to
eliminate one of the variable to obtained an ordinary differ¬
ential equation for one variable, which is easy to handle. The
details are presented in the following
(3.53)
(354)
Consider a one-dimensional model: ddx, integrating
both of the above equations along x, the equations are reduced





The boundary conditions for n,T are given by,
(3.53)
(3.59)





(3 o 6 2)
x(O) is the resistivity (h evaluated at x = 0, Designate the
w
symbol for the ratio C2C,, such that,
(3.63)
Eliminating the terms of C-LnDj_ and CPnDj_T in Equation
(3.55) and (3.56), one could obtain the simple relation bet-
ween n and T,
(3.64)
Integrating Equation (364) from x = 0 to an arbitrary x, the
relation between density ri and temperature T is given by«
(3.65)
Finally, differentiating Equation (3.bp) with respect to x,
and .substituting it into Equation (3«55)? an ordinary diffe-
rential equation for the variable T is deduced,
(3o66)
The values of S from different calculations are listed in Table
(3®l)o Normalising all quantities into dimensionless parameters,
and transforming T into the variable y, the solution for the





L is the characteristic scale length along the direction x,
usually it depends on the geometry A is the integration con¬
stant determining the value of T (or y) at the boundary The
steady state density and temperature profiles in one-dimen¬
sional geometry are plotted in Fig.(31) und (3.2). It can
be provedthat there will be no significant different in shape
F i G(3, J )
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STEADY STATE DENSITY TEMPERATURE PROFILES
IN ONE DIMENSIONAL GEOMETRY
L j — S L0 L n- 2 L0
when different values of I1 8 s are used.
In these figures, both the density and temperature profiles
are essentially convex in shape, except that the density pro¬
files are slightly concaved upward at large x The reason for
this concave shape is to satisfy the continuity of particle
flux which should be fulfilled in the steady state case® The
temperature profiles are far from being uniform, the parameter
L can. be arbitrarily adjusted, when 1 is large, the temperature
tends to be uniform. Physically, this non-uniformity and steady
state is maintained by the constant supplies in particles and
energy. Two parameters are introduced, J° represents the supply
•ilL
in particle flux at x = 0, and J° represents the supply in
E
energy at x = 0C From Equation (3®60) and (3.61), we can, see
that these two parameters are not only constant in time, but
also constant in space. These supplies in particle and energy
are related to the boundary conditions by,
(3,70)
(371)
Throughout the x-axis, the particle flux and heat flux are
equal to J° and J° respectively to fulfilled the continuity11
condition for the fluxes. Thus, the four parameters n m
o' os
J°, and J° uniquely determine the profiles for the density
and temperature.
For a more realistic model, we consider the steady state
38
diffusion in a cylindrical geometry energy and particles are
supplied at the axis of the cylinder. For a simple case, if this
plasma column is cylindrically symmetric, so that all variables
depend on r only, and the fluxes diffuse away from the axis
radially. Again, following the same procedure as in deducing
the solution for the one-dimensional geometry, the relation
between the density and temperature is given by,
( 72)
But now, no, To and the boundary conditions are expressed di-
fferently,
(3,73)








and the normalized parameters are defined in the following
where rr, is the characteristic scale length.
The density and temperature .profiles in cylindrical geometry
imitate the profiles in the one-dimensional geom.. try closely,
except that the space dependence is now determined by r. Again,
both profiles are convex except that the density profiles sl .ghti
concave upward for large r. Different values of S in Table( .1)
also give the same profiles, in terms of the particle and energy
supplies, the solution is expressed as,
13.791
(3.80)
and Jn, 10 are defined by,
E
82
The particle flux and heat flux across any cylindrical surface
40
are constant so that the steady state is maintained. For an
arbitrary r, the particle flux and heat flux are related by,
jnr=jnr (3083)
r= j nr (3.84)n o
Density and temperature profiles for several scale lengths in
cylindrical geometry are shovm in Fig(3. 3), (3.4) and (3-5),
The preceding results apply to the uniform magnetic field
case, but it can be generalized to the non--zu.ni_form case (the
neoclassical diffusion arising from the trapped particle orbits,
and the enhanced diffusion arising from the gradient-B drift are
not considered), the purpose of this calculation is to provide
an example in studying the classical diffusion in some multipole
machines (in some of the multipole experiments, classical diffu-
sion has been observed) [17] [21]. It is convenient to adapt the
flux coordinates@,) instead of the conventional co-
ordinates of the real space, where 1f' is the poloidal. flux func-
tion, is normal to the magnetic field, e is the angle around
the torus, 7 is along the toroidal direction, X is the magnetic
scalar potential, fix. is along the magnetic field A The poloidal
magnetic field Bp is related by Bp= V'X. The distance between
two infinitestimal points in space is given by,
(3.85)
where R is the major radius. For a simple case, if the magnetic
configuration is purely poloidal, so that there is no e de-
41
FIG.(3.3)



















pendence for all variables, and if the particle and heat fluxes
flow freely along the magnetic field, then the uniformity in
the parallel direction has been reached before the uniformity
in perpendicualr direction is achieved, The density and tem-
perature are uniform along a constant flux line, and they de-
pend on only
(3,86)
Transforming Equation (3.51) and (3.52) into the flux coordin-
ate s, V---- 21TBp(a/ integrating both sides along a closed







The integral J absorbs the non-uniformity of the magnetic
field, and it is geometrically sensitive. U(V), as we can find
in other literature 7 is the specific volume (a volume that
is occupied by a flux line), it determines the MIT M stability
of the plasma. To and o are the temperature and resi stivity
evaluated at a certain flux line, say, 0, Manipulating Equation
45
(3.87) and (3.88) by the following transformations,
(3.91)
and
reducing them into the steady state problem, they become
(3.92)
3.93
If the variable s is replaced by the coordinate of the real
space x, the above equations are reduced into the one-dimensional
diffusion problem, o1l the procedures in finding the soluti.on
are the same as in the one-dimensional problem e Without re-
peating them, the solution is shown for instance,
where
The characteristic length L0 is not a true length, but it re-
presents the spatial variation across the flux lines, and, the
density and temperature scale lengths represent the variations
in density and temperature across the flux lines,
(394)
(3,95)
There should be particle and energy supplies also, but their
functional forms are complicated in the flux coordinate re-JL.
presentation.
With the constant supply in energy, temperature can be
adjusted to be arbitrarily non-uniform. When this supply is
absent, or when L i e , temperature is only slightly
non-uniform, the density profiles approaches to the solution
in the assumption of the uniform temperature case. For instance,






Qualitative comparision of density profiles between the uni¬
form and non-uniform temperature cases are plotted in Fig.(3.6)
and (3.7), from these cirves, the density profile in the uni¬
form temperature case is the limiting case for the non-uniform
47
Fig (3.6)
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temperature case, in which
3•3 Discussion on the Time Dependence Solution of the Diffusion
Equations
Some may he interested to know the time evolution of the
density and temperature profiles in a transcient process, in
which plasma particles and energy have reached their equilibrium
locally, hut not yet been maintained, uniform throughout the
volume. Before presenting analytic results, it is worthwhile
for some qualitative features to he discussed here, without
the supplies in particles and energy, energy and particle den¬
sities at every point in space depend on time, until they fi¬
nally reach equilibrium throughout the volume0 As has been
mentioned in Section 31, the thermal energy is expected to
its equilibrium earlier than the particle density, because
the velocity of the heat flux is faster than the velocity of
the particle flux. Secondly, if we consider the plasma volume
to be infinite, there is no boundary to stop the fluxes. The
total number of particles and energy must be conserved through-
out the volume; as a result, the particle and energy density
in the core of the volume where the plasma was initially
fop]
generated will decay gradually. Rosenbluth and Kaufman 1 J
have derived the time dependent solution in the one-dimensional
model (vrhich is applicable to the region far from the axis






and p = n T . Imposing the boundary conditions: g(l) = 0,U U v
g(0) =1, given four parameters, 11 Tq5 xr? and t , the sol¬
ution is uniquely determined• x . t represent its characteristic
length and time of the transcient diffusion process, n t p
o O9 - 0
are the density and temperature evaluated at x = 0
Mathematically, this solution satisfied Equation (351)
and (352) up to order of unity, ( whereas terms of order of
R are neglected). Qualitatively, it obeys the condition of
conservation of particles and energy, and temperature profile
is almost uniform as it is expected to be The temperature
profile is determined by the expression,
(3.102)
In the neighbourhood of 15 = 1, the temperature grows up rapidly;
but at this boundary, the assumption that is a small quantity
is not valid, so that we are not interested in this region.
The pressure and density at x = 0 decay in time, as a result,
the plasma diffuses to the large x region, but the temperature
at x = 0 is essentially constant in time. Time evolution of
the density profile is plotted in Fig.(38).
FIG ( 3. 8 )
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CHAPTER 4
The Stability of the Ion-acoustic Wave in a
Strongly Collisions! Plasma
4.1 Introduction
In a low frequency plasma wave (co c.o ) f ions and electrons
IP
are expected to move together under the influence of wave motion
Whenever there is a charge separation among these two species,
the time required for the recovery of the charge neutrality
condition is of the order which is much shorter than the
pe
period of the wave. As a result, the plasma behaves more like
a single neutral fluid in the time scale in which we are inter-
ested. The inertia of electrons in m m. time of the ions, thus
the ion motion is the dominant effect in the low frequency plasma
wave. In the absence of the external magnetic field, the low
frequency electrostatic wave is generated by the perturbation
in pressure and by the electrostatic force resulting from the
perturbation in density distributions among the two species.
The first influence dominates over the second one, whereas
the second force only gives the correction of order
in the dispersion relation (k2x2«i)o For this reaSon, the low
frequency electrostatic plasma wave, which is analogous to the
acoustic wave propagating in a neutral fluid, is known to be
the ion-acoustic waveo Besides the influence of the hydraulic
perturbation and the electric perturbation, viscosities, ther¬
mal- conductions, frictional force, streaming and even the steady
gradient play considerable roles in the wave motion These ef¬
fects will be discussed in Section 42®
The existence and the stability of the ion-acoustic wave
have been investigated for years Some of the results are sum-
fa ?7
marized here Kulsrud and Shen,L using the Fokker-Planck model
r0 J
of collision; J• Stefant, using the model of Bhatnagar-Gross-
Krook; have analyzed the ion-acoustic wave in the weakly col¬
li sional regime (in which the wavelength is smaller than the
mean free path) Though their results were numerically different,r
qualitative features were basically the same They concluded
that in the absence of an externally applied electron current,
the wave is stable because of the Landau dampings by both snecies
(ion Landau damping dominates except T. « 1 )e The role ofX Q
electron-ion collision is to reduce the number of slow electrons
participating the wave particle resonance, thus decreasing the
damping rate (different authors gave different amounts of re¬
duction in the damping rate), The ion-ion collision increases
the damping rate. In the presence of the current, the wave
switches to be unstable because of the inverse Landau damping«
by the electrons, and the critical current for the instability
has been computed in their papers. In the case of the strongly
collisional regime, (in which the wavelength is greater than
the mean free path),the use of transport equations is appropriate.
r6i
Coppi and MazzucatoLJhave discussed the current-driven ion-
acoustic instability in connection with the anomalous resis¬
tivity. The onset of the anomalous resistivity is associated
with the threshold of the instability in the wave propagating
parallel to the magnetic field and a weakly applied electric
field They also derived the critical electron velocity for
the instability Rognlien and Self tol have studied the same
problem with the inclusion of the eollisional heat coupling
between ions and electrons. They concluded that the ion-acou-
«
4
stic wave in the eollisional regime is unstable when T ~~T.
eo 3 10
in the absence of the current (where T , T. are the equili-
eo9 •io ' 1
brium electron and ion temperature respectively). They have
also given the critical velocity for the instability in terms
of the parameters such as temperature ratio, mass ratio, wave-
[io],
length and electron thermal velocity, etc. Kaw and Sunciaram
[23]
L j claimed that the time variation of the equilibrium temperature
should be included because it is comparable to the growth rate
of the wave. They concluded that the instability disappears
both in the absence and in the presence of the current with
the inclusion of the time variation of the equilibrium tem-
parature»
In this chapter, the strongly eollisional regime is con¬
sidered o The use of the transport equations is justified as
discussed in Chapter 2. In Section 4-2 and 4-3? the current-
free and the current-driven cases will be discussed respect¬
ively. The result is that the wave is stable in the moderately
long wavelength range (R « kA0«l) (which is identical with
the result of Kaw and Sundaranr » 9 ), and detail de¬
rivation will be given here,, The -wavelength range is furtherly
extended to the very long wavelength limit (kA « R. ) both in0 171
the presence and in the absence of the current® In the later
case, the wave is still found to be stable; but in the former
case, no ion-acoustic wave possibly exists® The reason will
be explained in Section 4.3. Under the same situation, there
would be other modes of waves, these modes are found to be
non-oscillatory damping waves® The condition for the existence
of each mode will be discussed in Section 4.2.
4.2 The Stability of the Current-free Ion-acoustic Wave
In the following sections, the ion-acoustic wave problem
is studied using the transport equations provided in Chapter 2,
The discussions are restricted to the case of a strongly col-'
lisional and fully ionized plasma. Before deriving the dispersion
relation, some assumptions should be mentioned here. First of
all, as for the validity of the transport equations, the wave
frequency must be much smaller than the collision frequency,
(i.e. to«p)4, The second condition is that the wavelength shouldG
be much greater than the mean free path, (i.e. lkX ). Besides,
both ions and electrons reach their own thermal equilibrium, so
that T and T. . which represent their equilibrium temperatures
eo 10 -
respectively, are slowly time varying quantities compared to the
perturbations. For the simplest case, we consider the case that
both the magnetic field and the electric field are absent, and
the electron relative velocity (streaming) does not exist.
The dispersion relation is derived by linearizing the per-
turbed quantities. Before the derivation is presented, some
notations for the perturbed variables are introduced here. The
temperature itself can respond to the wave motion, so that the
the perturbations in temperatures exist. The temperature for
each species is separated into two parts,
(4.1)
The perturbed temperature Tj is assumed to be smaller than the
equilibrium temperature T. (j =e,i), i.e. T- T• • Becausejo j 3 o
of the quasineutrality condition, the electron and ion density
are approximately equal to each other,
(4 • 2)
(4.3)
Where n and n. are the equilibrium electron and ion density
eo 10
respectively, and they are equal in the model being discussed.
The first order perturbations in densities are also assumed to
be equal such that N = n n = n.n. ; surprisingly, this
e' eo i 10 1 °
assumption leads to tremendously simplier calculation I (Proof
of the quasineutrality condition will be given later in this
section). The other perturbed variables are: the perturbed
electron velocity v , the perturbed ion velocity v. and the
e i
perturbed electric field Sq which is a self-consistent field re¬
sponding to the wave, (whereas all their equilibrium quantities
V , V- , and B are zero). In the case of the electrostatic
eo 10 o
wave in the absence of the magnetic field, the direction of
1
oscillation is parallel to the wave propagation, so that vp,
rsJ
— -,v A
v, and k are all parallel, and their vectorial forms are
not necessary.
We consider that the wave is propagating in an infinite
plasma, so that there is no steady gradient. The equilibrium
quantities do not have spatial dependence but might have tem¬
poral dependence. Separating the equilibrium quantities from,
the perturbed variables in Equation (2.8) and (2.9), the time
evolution- of the temperatures are obtained,
(44)
(4. 5)
Denote Rm = T- T • Without any external source of heat supplies,
T 10 80
T. is usually smaller than T $ so that Rm is always less than
10 J eo T
unity.
Linearizing Equation(2.4)-(2.9), Fourier analyzing them
in space by the transformation V — - ik, the closed set of









These set of numerical coefficients are valid for the singly-
charged plasma. For Z 1, the modification should be made
according to the table in Appendix Co
After eliminating the variables v , v. T and T., the simple° e i e i




Equation (4.13) and (4.14) are combined together to eliminate




In the following, different wavelength ranges will be dis¬
cussed separately
(i) Moderately Long Wavelength Range (R kx 1) tTl




A i try V
( 4 1 }
All these coefficients are kept to first order in £ , where
= RmkXe o As we shall see later, the ratio of the damping
rate to the oscillatory frequency is of the order so that
these coefficients are precise enough to determine the damping
rate The solution of Equation (4.16) is deduced by letting
N oc exp( Pdt), where P is a time varying quantity and expanded
in series of S , such that P = P + P, +?,.+•• (p »P,» P„»-)»O J. d ' 0 JL d
The time derivative of P is given by,
(4 ol8)
We assume that the magnitude of the ratio P p is 0f the order
O oo
Lately, the solution of P , p will consistently justify thisC3 -I »
assumption• The time derivatives of N are transfromed in series
»
of P and P (P and P-, are kept to first power, higher order der-
o —u
ivativesof P are ignored).
o °
(4.19)
Substituting the time derivatives for hi into Equation (416),
and transforming P into P —» P(kC J, p •— P(k Gj , thet) o




The dispersion relation can be found by equating thr terms of
the same order together in Equation (420) c To the lowest




and the oscillation frequency is defined toy.
(4o23)
The time derivative of Equation (4.23) is given toy,
(4.24)
Z 'ft , ?
Dividing Equation (4«24) by kJC; the ratio P P' ' is provedo 0 0
to be of the order of This is consistent with the assump¬
tion made before0 Substituting Equation (4.22) and (4.24) for
V
and PoP equating the terms of the same order (order of unity),
we can obtain the damping rate.
(4.25)
Similarly, the ratio P-|PQ is of the order Equation (4.23)
reveals that electrons are isothermal but ions are adiabatic.
This can be explained by the compari sion between the rate of
heat diffusion and the velocity of the wave propagation® from
Equation (2.8), the transport of electron energy in the form
of diffusion is estimated by the velocity,
(4 © 2 6 )
and the propagation velocity of the wave is approximately
equal to o)k G0 In the range of wavelength being discussed,O
the ratio of v to 0 is much greater than unity® The physicals
meaning is that the electron thermal energy diffuses much
faster than the wave propagates, and the result of isothermal.
process is expected« The diffusion velocity of the ion thermal
energy is estimated by
(4o 27)
t
The ratio v to C_ is less than unity; for the same reason,
JD S
the ion thermal energy diffuses much slower than the wave pro¬
pagation, and the adiabatic process for ion species can be
predicted «
In conclusion, in the moderately long wavelength range,
the ion-acoustic wave exists and is stable® Electron thermal
conduction, ion thermal conduction, viscosities of both species
give rise to the damping of the wave, whereas the frictional
force between electrons and ions destabilizes the wave as the
ion thermal energy is increased by colliding with electrons®
This destabilizing effect is weakened as the temperatures tends
to equilibrate each other through collisions, and is overcome
3
by the damping forces® The result derived here is slightly
[io]
different from the result of Kaw and Sundaram, in their paper,
the effects of viscosities were ignored, As the wavelength is
long enough, the contribution of viscosities to the damping
~ rpoi
rate is not important at all, Rognlien and Self b-vJ have studied
the same problem by assuming the steady state equilibrium
temperatures, and constant temperature difference. They con¬
cluded that, when R -J-, the wave is unstable even in the ab¬
sence of the current. The difference of their result is from
the assumption of constant temperature difference that they
have made, but they have not explained physically how this
constant temperature could be maintained • £-}l
Equation (4.20) is expected to have two other roots be¬
sides the roots of P - lioo + 0 For simplicity, we assume that
To = T0 (Rrp = 1.) • The other two roots can be found by the
relation between roots and coefficients of a polynomial eq¬
uation e Multiplying Equation (4.20) by (kCrJ4, omitting theh




If P , P represent the other two roots of Equation (4o28),
then the equation can be factorized into four parts,
(4 o 29)












From Equation (4.33) and (4,36), we have,
(4.37)
(4 o 38)
P and P can. be found by solving Equation (4.37) and (4.38),




These roots represent two non-oscillatory modes, where P is
a weakly damping mode and P is a strongly damping mode® ( P
P It should be pointed out that these modes are0
valid only in the assumption of = 1 and Rm« k;y«l0 Without
these assumptions, complexity in calculation will arise®
It is interesting to see that, under the same configuration,
there are three possible modes of waves. One may question that
which of these modes would possibly exist, providing more details
in informations of the nature of the wave. Since we are concern¬
ing with the wave in an infinite plasma, there is no boundary
condition but initial condition for the problem. Mathematically,
providing the initial condition, the solution is uniquely de¬
termined • We might expect that the existence of each mode real¬
ly depends on the initial condition of exciting the perturbations.
For the purpose of identification, the general relation between
m
the density perturbation and the electron temperature pertur¬
bation, and also the relation between the density perturbation
and the ion temperature perturbation are derived, then each
of the solutions is substituted to explore the nature of the
perturbations. Combining Equation (413) and (4.14), the re-
lation between N and B is obtained,
67
(4.41)
Substituting Equation (4.41) into (4.8) and (4,11), eliminating





Substituting the root of each mode in Equation (4.42) and (4.43).
are listed in Table (4.1):
we can obtain the relation between the perturbations, and results
Mode
Table (4.1)
In the ion-acoustic wave mode from Table (41), it is once
again convinced that electrons are isothermal while ions are
adiabatiCo In the weakly damping mode (P ) the ion pressure
perturbation is contributed by both density and temperature
perturbation, but they are opposing each other so that
and. the ion pressure is found to be
inversely proportional to the densityo Electrons are once again
isothermal. In the strongly damping case, the ion temperature
perturbation is of the same order as the density perturbation,
but the electron temperature perturbation dominates over the
density perturbation, so that this mode is essentially a
temperature wave. In conclusion, knowing the nature of per¬
turbations driving the waves, the existence of each mode can
be predicted.
Finally, substituting the solutions for pfs into Equation
(4.41), the perturbed electric fields arising from the den¬
sity perturbation are obtained, their relations are listed in
Table(4»2)t
Mode
Table (4 • 2)
Whenever a charge separarion exists, for example, the
electron density is perturbed such that, n -- n v n , but
e o e5
the ion density is fixed, then the self-consistent electric
field is given by, i
(4.44)
which is greater than all the perturbed electric fields in
Table (42). The conclusion is that no significant charge
separation in the model being discussed, and the quasineutrality
condition is satisfied so that the assumption Jk
is justified.
(ii.) Very Long Wavelength Limit (kX«R ):
o m
Equation (4.15) is now reduced in a more simplier form under
this wavelength limit Substituting
ation (4.15) is reduced into,
(4,45)
The coefficients E,P,Gr and H are kept to first order in 5%
where = kJR° They and their normalized forms are given in
the following.
(4 o 4 6 )
In solving for the dispersion relation, we assume that
T = T. and Rrn = 1, so that T = T • n = P - 0o Without thisGO 10 J. GO x U U
assumption, one should retain the terms in higher derivatives
2
of Pq such that PQ, PQ, ?o; the problem becomes complicated
Following the procedure as in Equation (4.19), (time derivatives
of are omitted), and Equation (4.20), one can obtained the
dispersion relation including the damping rate by equating the
terms of the same order in Equation (4.45),
(4 o 4 7)
and
(4.48)
The value of $ is negative and the wave is again stable. Sub¬
stituting R = 1 into Equation (4.48), the damping rate becomes,
(4 o49)
The appearance of the factor 33iS in Equation (447) reveals
that both ions and electrons are adiabatic®
There are also two other roots for Equation (445)® Following
w
the same procedure as in Equation (4«28)-(4.40), (the only di¬
fferent is the replacement of the coefficients A, B, 0 and D





P , P similarly represent the weakly and strongly damping
non-oscillatory modes respectively The condition for the
existence of each mode can also be found by direct substitution
of the roots into Equation (4.42) and (4,43), these results are
summariz ed in Table (4.3).
The first mode is the ion-acoustic wave in the double-
adiabatic process. In the second mode, temperature and density
perturbation contribute oppositely to the pressure, so that
The 'third mode is the temperature wave arising from the tem-
perature perturbations,, The quasineutrality condition is still
satisfied by direct substitution of these modes into Equation
(4041) and relating the perturbed electric field to the density
perturbationo
Table (413)
when the magnitude of the wavelength is between the above
two cases, for example, ky q:R , the time variation of the
em f
perturbed variables will be comparable to the temporal growth
rates of the equilibrium temperatures. As a result, the
equilibrium temperatures in the transport equations are not
separable from the perturbed variables. Complexity in calculation
will arise.
4.3 The Stability of the Current Driven I on -acoustic Wave
In this section, the effect of the externally applied cur-
rent on the stability of the ion-acoustic wave is studied.
Investigation is also divided into two parts: (i) moderately
long wavelength range, R «kx«l; (ii) very long wavelengthin. e
limit, kX«R . Physically, thic current is achieved by apply-0 HI
ing a steady electric field to the plasma through a random walk
process• The electrons are forced to move and collide with other
particles® On the average, they have an average relative velocity
with respect to ions. The magnitude of this velocity is given by,
(4.52)
where E denotes the steady external electric field. Because
of the temperature dependence of the collision frequency, V
is also a time varying quantity as it depends on V ; so that
©
the time variation of V should be taken into account as well
eo
as the time evolution of the equilibrium temperatures are con¬
sidered . From Squation (2.4)-(2.9), the equations for the equi-






Because of the presence of the streaming velocity, the total




where j=e,i;Ve=Veo. Vi= O.The transport equations (2.4)
-(2.9) are linearized and Fourier analyzed in space to give






For simplicity, the derivation for each wavelength will be
presented separately.
(i) Moderately Long Wavelength Range (R« kx.«l):
m e
In simplifying the calculation, jl s a 3 sumed to be of
eo
the same order with C (the reason for this assumption will
s v
be given later). Denoting 4 ~ R k X , eliminating the variablesin e
rJ -J 1
v • v.T , and T.» one could obtain the relation between trie
e? iy e7 iy
perturbed electric field and the density perturbation
(4,64)'
a;
further elimination of the variable Ed , a fourth order ordinary




Sundaram and Kaw L 1 have derived the similar results and coe¬
fficients, hut they have retained the higher order terms in
5 as well as the first order; besides, the explicit forms of
the coefficients from their paper are different from those in
Equation (4.66) in first order in § Nevertheless, dividing
Equation (4.65) by the coefficient A in Equation (466), the
differentia], equation becomes the same as that obtained by
Sundaram and Kaw with identical coefficients (at least to the
first order in 5 ). The damping rate derived later is the first
order in S compared to the wave frequency, so that it is precise
enough to determine the damping rate with the coefficients
%
retained to first order in AV
As before, all the calculations in Equation (4.64) (4.65)
and (4.66) are precise to first order in $ » Following the sane
procedure of solving the differential equation (Equation (4.19),
(4.20), and (4.21)), and assuming that P P... and Pn are first0 0 JL.
order smallness, we have the dispersion relation in the stream¬
ing plasma,
(4 o 6 7)
(4 »68)
The oscillation frequency is the same as in the absence
of the current, and the damping rate switches back to Equation
(4.25) in the limit V = 0o The current is another destabiliz-
eo
ing factor as well as the temperature difference; but in the
assumption Vo C0, this destabilizing effect along with the© O o
contribution from the temperature difference is overcome by
the damping effects such as, thermal conductions, and visco¬
sities. The overall result is still a stable mode except only
a slight modification in the damping rate.
The magnitude of the velocity V has been assumed to be© o
of the order of C. Besides the reason for satisfying the con-b
dition of validity of the transport equations, and for the sim¬
plicity in calculation, there is one other reason. If V isy eo
approximately equal to 2 times of the order of G this is,
s
if the value of V approaches Vnp_, the growth rate of theso xs
Mequalibrium,! temperatures would he much greater than the fre¬
quency of the wave• The frequency would only have instantaneous
meaning. Moreover, T would increase faster than T- so much
° eo 10
that the electron motion might he greatly different from the
ion motion,As a result, it might not give rise to the ion-
acoustic wave, If V is between Vm and C , so that the tern-
eo Te s'
poral growth rate of the equilibrium temperatures is the same
order as the wave frequency, not only can equilibrium temperature
assumption not be satisfied, but also the separation between
equilibrium temperatures and perturbed variables is impossible,
and complicated calculation will be involved. Substituting the
solution P into Equation (4.64), one can find the simple re¬
lation between E and N,
and once-again the quasineutrality condition is proved to be
valid.
(ii) Very Long Wavelength Limit (kx «R ):6 rn
The relative velocity V , associated with other factors
eo
such as collision frequency has more important effect6
on the dispersion relation than the thermal velocities. It
might be expected that a completely different result will be
obtained. When the current is applied, because of the Joule
heating, both temperatures increase; but the electron one
grows faster than the ion one, as the electrons directly ab¬
sorb the energy from the current through collisions with the
electrons having the order motion, and ions absorb the energy
indirectly through colliding with electrons of random thermal
motion. Consequently, T , T. cannot be zero for a long time
eo 10
after the current has been applied; and R m 1«.
T
The existence of the ion-acoustic wave in the very long
wavelength limit under the influence of the current is now
investigated® The electron temperature greatly exceeds the ion
one for a long time after the current is applied, so that
2 2
1 - T. cs T , and T R T. , T. ~ R 9 T • In a con-
eo 10 eo eo m e eo' 10 m e eo
ventional ion-acoustic wave, the oscillation frequency of the




and the ratio of (1 co is,
o o
(4.70)
The rate of change of the oscillation frequency is much greater
than the oscillation frequency itself; there will he no harmonic
motion for the particles. In conclusion, the ion-acoustic wave
does not exist
APPENDIX A
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Some Results in the Classical Diffusion
A»1 General proms of the Collision Terms
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When ion distribution function reaches the Maxwellian, the
contribution of the electron-ion collision to the collision





Because of the heavy ion mass, only those small values of v'





Substitute (A - 3) into (A.1)? the int egral is divided into the















When f - iQeM the electrons are in thermal equilibrium,
then,
(A.13)
When electrons and ions are in mutual thermal equilibrium, such
0 jj
that T - T. 9 then C = 0, Physically, when both species reachO 1
their mutual, thermal eauilibrium, and if their relative velocity
is absent, the collisions between these two species do not alter
their distribution functions any further0
ie
In calculating C , the expansion of U „ becomes,
(A.14)
where
Where v denotes the velocity of ion, v denoted the velocity
of electrono If the electrons have an average fluid velocity• V
u A 0, where u = V - V.. s and the distribution functions are0 1
evaluated in the ion frame, then, the electron distribution
function is expanded in series of u,
(A.15)
The ion-electron collision term, evaluated from the distribution
function of (A.15)» can be divided into two parts,
(A.16)
i' □
One should note that 0-, w is computed from equilibrium electronj




From Equation (A 17), we can see that the collision term C
still exists in the presence of the relative velocity, even if
the electrons and ions reach mutual thermal equilibrium. The
role of the fFictional force f here is to alter the distribution
function of ions and to reduce the orderness of the whole plasma
A.2 Equilivance of the Fokker Planck Collision From to theerr.—nrti—MlMhfri'irri1~nifmapaaflumWUWWflittlBiWMTTtirnwrfim'i——f tuni-~nt•( virnninfrv-n—ranarr rtt-iii—nfrummiinr-nmimit itthttiiii-|-fir-iirnr,'--Tfi-iii--rn—r-j%+m+- m.mi
hand au Qo11ision From







The first term of Equation (A.18) becomes,
(A.22)







A-33 Kinetic ree,tment of the Diffusion Problem
The notes here is to provide can analytic proof of the
results in Chapter 3. The electron and ion temper atur•es are
assumed to be equal such that f = T., as discussed in Chapter
-L
3. Denote = ni = n2, Tp = fJh = To These quantities are local
functions depending on space and time. The zeroth order (equi¬
librium) distribution function is a Maxwell!an given in Equation




In calculating the contribution of the collision terms from
the equilibrium distribution functions; for example, finding
the collision term Ceu(fe,fe), the functions h°(v) and ge(v)O 0 O j Ox 7
should be calculated first with the help of fe from Equation
o
(3-23) The results are,
{A. 31)
(A32)
The results of these integrals are refered to Appendix B.
e p
The collision term C vanishes as it is expected to be,
o
- •
Similarly, the other collision terms, such as C1 j Cieand
o o
0 i
C evaluated from the equilibrium distribution functions are
zero•
The contribution from the perturbed distributions to the
collision terms are computed in the following procedure. First
of all, the explicit forms of the perturbed distribution func¬
tions are solved from the kinetic equation. Secondly, the
lr
functions h and g are computed with the help of integrals
in Appendix B. Each component of Cis calculated by relating
the functions f h .and in the Fokker Planck equation
(A.24). Finally, the collision term is obtained by adding up
the components, as shown in the following relation,
{A. '14 j
The solution for f has been found in Equation (3«33)« In
n n i ' - 1- P P P P P






() Note that this U is different from (A.31), because they
.contribute to different collision terms.
and after the calculation by substituting the functions into













Using these collision terms, the solutions for the kinetic
equation (E quit ion (3.40)) are given by,
(A.45)
Where Fle denotes the contribution from the ion-electron col-
lsion,
(A.46)
Similarly, Fii denotes the contribution from the ion-ion
collision,
(A.47)




The contributions from electron-electron and electron-ion col-
lisions are given by,
(A.50)




The electron averaged velocity.r is given by,
(A.54)
(A.55)
The f'ormulars of these integrations are shown in Appendix B
(A 56)
These results are exactly the same with those calculated in
Equation (343) and (344) It can be also shown that the
like-particle collisions do not lead to particle transport
as the following integrals vanish,
From Equation (A,53) and (A56), it is shown that the diffusion
is ambipolar across the magnetic field.
The heat flux, kept to fi st order in and , is computed




From Equation (A 57 )~(A 59), it is shown that the ion-ion
collision is the dominant contribution to the heat flux, the
electron-electron collision, ion-electron collision and elec¬
tron-ion collision contribute same order in magnitude to the—»
heat flux®
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B2. Table of Some Moment Calculation
F(v) I
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